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it unmistakably clear that the littlest
Kennedy was simply being used as a
stalking horse to split the Democrats,
opening the way for a more com
mitted British lunatic wearing

Re

publican Party livery who would not
back away during a new Cuban crisis

Zionist lobby boasts 'We back
Kennedy's war against Carter'

- NATO commander in chief General
Alexander Haig was

the

preferred

candidate cited.
In a press release issued Dec. 13,
U.S. Labor Party chairman Lyndon

In
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him. Kennedy is a great friend of

available to this Review last week,

Israel.

Zionist Lobby spokesmen explained
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Edward
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Sen. Henry
and
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Jackson
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Sen. Daniel Moynihan
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make
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Presidents, but they can't win. But

H.LaRouche, Jr. revealed that "the

Carter as an integral part of their geo

Kennedy can, and it's war - Carter's

proverbial boys in the back room have

political

firing

decided on the ... candidates for the

wars and a thermonuclear showdown

1980

elections. At

this

moment,

Senator Edward Kennedy will secure

with

designs

the

Soviet

for

new

Union.

Mideast
Excerpts

friends

of

Israel,
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of

labor and the poor.We've got to back
Kennedy to force Carter to shell out
for Israel, which is the key to the

follow.

defense

the Democratic nomination and will

of

the

free

world

against

Communism. They have to get air

lose to Republican nominee General
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Haig."

(D-N.Y.), member of the House In

bases and billions for the military or

ternational Relations Committee.'

the Camp David deal is off.We trust

"General
mean

Haig's

general

election

thermonuclear

would

Kennedy - he'll stand behind Israel.

war,"
Solarz has sent a letter to President

LaRouche stated. "The danger with
Haig is not that he is a military pro

Carter demanding that he support a

JA Y

fessional,but that this former Henry

multi-billion dollar Marshall Plan for

ternational Affairs Department of the
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of

the

In

Garment

Kissinger officeboy is professionally

the Middle East as part of the Camp

International

unfit to command a squad on latrine

David accords; 16 other members of

Workers Union and a foreign affairs

duty.

the

advisor to the AFL-CIO:

The

fight

between

West

German Defense Minister Hans Apel

International

mittee

have

Relations

signed

also.

Com
Frank

Secretary General Joseph

Church (D-Idaho ) is doing the same

Luns has been in large part a result of

thing in the Senate.Carter is a cheap

and NATO

S.O.B. We're

professional military strata's horror of
Haig's lunatic

quality

of

military

command incompetence."

demanding

a

Ladies

public

The

key

to

the

international

situation is Iran. Israel won't be able
to get any oil if the

Shah falls. Then

commitment to a $5 billion aid pack

we can't pull out of the

age in the first year, most of it for

David's off - then it's war.

Sinai, Camp

LaRouche went on to identify Haig

military aid to Israel ... Carter and

as "an agent of the British queen,"

his crowd are real skinflints ... it's

picked up and trained by the same

that Georgia crowd.They've delcared

former Defense Department official

war on the left and they won't shell

Mideast and then the world. Grab one

Fritz Kraemer and related networks

out for Israel either.

country at a time,
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of

that's how the
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called

Rapallo. It's

an

old

Stalin

trick.
France and West Germany, that's
the 64 billion dollar question. We
have the formulation to deal with
that,but I can't tell you what it is,
it's secret intelligence that I can't
reveal.
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the word to Texas
"What are you doing to take this

in U.S. fusion research at Princeton.

Scoop Jackson won't be running for

message where it's needed, to other

Quijano,just returned from Mexico

President in 1980, he's got no heart

City, reported in detail on the Mex

for it anymore. Moynihan's a great

parts of the country?" was the lead
question posed to Executive Int.lli

guy, but he can't run. But we've got

gence
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nando Quijano at the close of the
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Fusion Energy Foundation's Nov.30

ture of President Lopez Portillo's pro
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Chief )
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Alexander

Haig.
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He'll run as a Republican. Haig's a

luncheon

great hero because he forced Nixon to

Texas.

resign.The British and our people at

conference
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Houston,
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oil

finds-a

story

that

this
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gram for rapid industrialization based
on trading Mexican oil and gas for

Quijano was the featured speaker

advanced technology in steel,nuclear

NATO headquarters know that Haig

at the

together

energy, and capital goods industries

can save the U.S.Kennedy's strategy

recent huge Mexican oil finds with the

unfolded as Quijano spoke. But, he

is wrong, he's too soft on the Com

prospects for fusion energy develop

pointed out, the Carter Administra

mies, but we won't attack Kennedy,

ment and a world economic recovery

tion has so far tried to cordon off the

he's doing Carter a lot of damage....
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Third
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ization. He announced plans for a
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Uwe Parpart, director of research
for the foundation, emphasized in a
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American business

foreign policy front is that our forces
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danger

is
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System and Mexican oil development
and

dormant. The

development

major national educational drive to

Ted Kennedy ... he's the only one
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and

to

political

that

SALT might get through ... The

Mexico's

bring the vital twin issues of the new

fighting Carter. The trouble on the
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U.S. from
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presentation
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of

that

the
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ment is
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the
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Energy and high technology
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only way we are going to beat SALT

The Houston meeting,titled "A High

business leaders are demanding the

is by getting an international crisis.

Technology Energy

We need an international crisis now.

U.S.," brought together more than 30

to take advantage of these

If we get an international crisis over

representatives of the key Southwest

portunities. The

Iran now, then we stop SALT ...If

based Fortune 500 industrial corpor

gence

you want to know what's really going

ations. Dr. Morris Levitt, executive

ongoing seminar series to meet this

on in the Middle East,

Strategy for the

information and orientation they need

Review

Executive
has

new

op

Intelli

designed

an

you gotta

director of the Fusion Energy Foun

demand which will convene in Detroit

speak to Israeli intelligence ...If we

dation, opened the event with a dis

can't get a Democrat who's tough

on Dec. 14, in New York on Jan. 11

cussion of the recent breakthroughs

and in Washington,D.C. on Jan. 31.

enough,it'll be Haig in 1980,though
it'll be tough to sell a Republican to
the labor movement.

RICHARD

aide

PERL,

to

SEN.

HENRY JACKSON:
The

Soviets

have

thousands

of

trained cadre in Iran ... working
with the religious groups ... The
Administration wants

SALT so they

won't talk about the Soviet actions in
Iran

... they're

formation

on

not

this

sharing

with

in

us. The

Republicans are sleeping on this one.
If Iran goes, then a Qaddaffi regime
comes in and goodbye

Saudi Arabia

... This can help us get an Israel
Egypt peace treaty
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